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MyTana Manufacturing Releases Drain Service Notepad 
Free giveaway facilitates communication between drain cleaners and their customers and serves as a 

user-friendly leave-behind. 
 
ST. PAUL, MN—April 26, 2018— MyTana, a manufacturer and distributor of cleaning, maintenance and 
inspection tools for the plumber and drain cleaning markets, has released a Drain Service Notepad to 
facilitate communication between industry professionals and the homeowners they serve. Plumbers and 
drain cleaners can use the notepad to explain plumbing configurations and indicate what and where 
problems are in the home. The notepad also features space for notes, work estimates and contact 
information, making it an easy-to-use leave-behind. 
 
The Drain Service Notepad’s diagram of a household plumbing system includes key features, such as a 
main stack, various trap and vent configurations, cleanouts, check valve, and common fixtures and 
appliances. It also demonstrates common improper or illegal plumbing features including S-traps and U-
traps, as well as an illegal downspout connection. 
 
“The average person doesn’t generally know much about plumbing or how household systems are laid 
out,” says Nicole Lygo, a member of MyTana’s Marketing Department. “We want to provide a way for 
plumbers and drain cleaners to illustrate plumbing problems for their customers. With this notepad, the 
diagram is there, allowing them to sketch problems right onto it.” 
 
The Drain Service Notepad is part of MyTana’s ongoing commitment to provide practical tools for 
plumbers and drain cleaners, from pipe jetters and cable machines to marketing resources. 
 
About MyTana Manufacturing 
St. Paul Minnesota-based MyTana is a full-service manufacturer of drain cleaning and inspection 
equipment, including cable machines, drain jetters and plumber cameras. The company also offers 
cables, blades, nozzles and other accessories for plumbers and drain cleaners. By selling direct, MyTana 
is able to maintain competitive pricing while offering a high level of personalized service and support. All 
MyTana equipment is factory-direct and American made. Visit MyTana online at 
http://www.mytana.com/ 
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